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SUMMARY

Long non-coding RNAs (LncRNAs) are critical regulators of numerous physiological processes and diseases, especially cancers. However, development of LncRNA-based therapies is limited because the mechanisms of many LncRNAs are obscure, and interactions with functional partners, including proteins, remain uncharacterized. The LncRNA \textit{SLNCR1} binds to and regulates the androgen receptor (AR) to mediate melanoma invasion and proliferation in an androgen-independent manner. Here, we use biochemical analyses coupled with selective 2'-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension (SHAPE) RNA structure probing to show that the N-terminal domain of AR binds a pyrimidine-rich motif in an unstructured region of \textit{SLNCR1}. This motif is predictive of AR binding, as we identify an AR-binding motif in LncRNA HOXA11-AS-203. Oligonucleotides that bind either the AR N-terminal domain or the AR RNA motif block the \textit{SLNCR1}-AR interaction and reduce \textit{SLNCR1}-mediated melanoma invasion. Delivery of oligos that block \textit{SLNCR1}-AR interaction thus represent a plausible therapeutic strategy.

INTRODUCTION

Long non-coding RNAs (LncRNAs) are capped, usually polyadenylated, and often spliced transcripts of >200 nt. Many LncRNAs play critical roles in tissue physiology, disease processes, immune regulation, and cancer. Remarkably, despite their established importance, the fundamental mechanism of action of LncRNAs is poorly studied: only a few of the predicted 20,000–90,000 human LncRNAs (GENCODE version 7 [v.7] and NONCODE v.5, respectively) are well characterized (Fang et al., 2018; Harrow et al., 2012). It is believed that many LncRNAs function through direct interactions with protein partners, acting to scaffold the formation of ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes required for regulation of critical cellular processes (Ribeiro et al., 2018). Well-characterized examples of scaffolding LncRNAs include \textit{XIST}, which regulates \textit{X} chromosome inactivation through association with histone modification complexes, and \textit{NEAT1}, a nuclear LncRNA that is essential for paraspeckle formation (Clemson et al., 2009).

It is currently difficult to predict LncRNA function from sequence analysis alone because so little is known about how LncRNA sequences and structural motifs interact with other macromolecules. The lack of understanding of the mechanisms of LncRNA activity hinders the development of therapeutic strategies that target LncRNAs involved in disease. Thus, there is a critical need for studies of the fundamental biology of LncRNAs and identification of functional LncRNA motifs. Functional characterization of LncRNA motifs and their interactions can begin to reveal the sequence and/or structural “rules” that govern LncRNA biology, advancing our ability to identify and characterize the function of other LncRNAs.

Many nuclear scaffolding LncRNAs regulate transcriptional activity through binding to transcription factors. For example, the LncRNAs \textit{SLNCR1} and \textit{HOTAIR}, and possibly \textit{SRA1} and \textit{PCGEM1}, bind to the androgen receptor (AR) protein and modulate its downstream transcriptional activity (Agoulnik and Weigel, 2009; Lanz et al., 1999; Prensner et al., 2014; Schmidt et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015). In contrast to canonical AR activation, in which an androgenic ligand, such as dihydrotestosterone (DHT), binds AR to induce nuclear localization and head-to-tail protein dimerization, LncRNA-mediated AR binding occurs in an androgen-independent manner (Schmidt et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015). mRNA-driven AR function thus appears to fine-tune expression of a subset of genes, as opposed to global androgen-driven AR activation. In many cases, mRNA-driven AR function promotes oncogenesis (Yang et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015). For example, our work has revealed that \textit{SLNCR1} increases AR occupancy at the promoter of the gene encoding the matrix metalloproteinase...
MMP9 to increase melanoma invasion, and regulates AR occupancy at the promoter of many growth-regulatory genes to increase cell proliferation (Schmidt et al., 2016, 2019). Although AR has been implicated in multiple cancers, including prostate, bladder, kidney, lung, liver, pancreatic, thyroid, and breast cancers, the fundamental mechanisms of AR activation in many of these cancers is not well-established (Chang et al., 2014; Kanda et al., 2014; Stanley et al., 2012). Thus, non-canonical AR activation, including RNA-mediated activation, is of clinical significance and understanding these pathways may explain many unresolved questions regarding AR’s oncogenic or tumor-suppressive functions.

In addition to AR, SLNCR1 binds to the transcription factor brain-specific homeobox protein 3a (Brm3a), and all three components are required for increased melanoma invasion (Schmidt et al., 2016). A highly conserved region of SLNCR1 (SLNCR1cons) spanning nucleotides 372–672 is necessary and sufficient to mediate increased melanoma invasion. The scaffolding model posits that IncRNAs bind multiple protein partners concurrently to coordinate their function. In agreement with this model, Brm3a and AR bind to adjacent sequences on SLNCR1cons with Brm3a binding to SLNCR1462–572, while AR binds to SLNCR1568–637. It is an open question whether IncRNA scaffolds adopt complex structures that orient and enforce interactions between RNA-binding proteins or merely provide flexible short-distance linkers that bridge RNA-binding proteins together, likely through proximal sequence-specific RNA interactions. It is also currently unknown how ARs or Brm3a recognize their cognate binding regions in SLNCR1.

The predicted or confirmed AR-binding IncRNAs (SLNCR1, HOTAIR, SRA1, and PCGEM1) each contain a highly conserved sequence region of approximately 28 nt (Schmidt et al., 2016). This conserved sequence is located within the segment of SLNCR1, HOTAIR, and PCGEM1 required for AR-IncRNA association (SLNCR1568–637, HOTAIR1380–421, and PCGEM1421–480), suggesting that AR interacts with RNA in a sequence-specific manner (Schmidt et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015). Moreover, HOTAIR and PCGEM1 mediate ligand-independent AR transcriptional activity, suggesting that these interactions may play an important role in AR-driven, androgen-independent cancers (Yang et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015). Given the clinical relevance of AR and its IncRNA binding partners, we chose to fully interrogate the AR-IncRNA interactions.

Here, we use a series of biochemical and phenotypic experiments to show that the N-terminal, regulatory domain (NTD) of AR (AR NTD) interacts with an unstructured, pyrimidine-rich RNA in a sequence-specific manner. Based on our definition of this binding site, we identify a novel AR-binding motif in HOXA11-AS-203 and confirm that this IncRNA interacts with AR in cells, suggesting that this IncRNA may function in a complex with AR. In-cell SHAPE and DMS probing reveals that the AR-binding motifs in SLNCR1 are found in a region of high structural flexibility, and that these motifs display in-cell protections consistent with protein binding. Mutational analysis confirms that the AR-binding motifs in SLNCR1 are required for SLNCR1- and AR-mediated melanoma invasion. Finally, we designed single-strand oligonucleotides to sterically block the interaction of AR and SLNCR1, and show that these oligonucleotides negate SLNCR1-mediated melanoma invasion. This work reveals how characterizing IncRNA structure and protein interactions enables identification of novel IncRNA function and supports design of unique IncRNA-targeting therapeutics.

RESULTS

AR NTD Binds to Unstructured RNA in a Sequence-Specific Manner

Previous RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) assays identified an approximately 100-nt region of SLNCR1 required for interaction with AR in cells (nucleotides 568–673 [SLNCR1568–673]) (Schmidt et al., 2016). This sequence also encompasses the region of SLNCR1 (SLNCR1609–637) that is similar to other IncRNA sequences previously shown to bind AR in cells, including HOTAIR, SRA1, and PCGEM1, suggesting that AR binds to conserved nucleotides in these IncRNAs. Indeed, full-length AR protein bound an RNA probe containing nucleotides 597–637 of SLNCR1 (WT-41; Figure 1A) in a concentration-dependent manner, retarding the migration of the probe in an RNA electrophoretic mobility shift assay (REMSA; Figures 1B and 1A), and confirming that this RNA sequence is sufficient for AR binding. AR is composed of discreet protein domains, including a C-terminal ligand binding domain, a flexible hinge region, a DNA-binding domain, and an NTD (Figure 1A). The AR NTD is required for interactions with many protein and RNA cofactors, including the IncRNAs SRA1 and PCGEM1 (Lanz et al., 1999; Yang et al., 2013). A truncated version of AR (amino acids 2–566) spanning the AR NTD binds WT-41, indicating that the AR NTD is also sufficient to interact with SLNCR1 (Figures 1A and 1B). The AR NTD also binds shortened UC-rich SLNCR1 sequences WT-28 and WT-20 (Figure 1B). The multiple banding pattern of the shifted probe likely results from slight alterations in protein or RNA conformation that remain unresolved under native (i.e., non-denaturing) REMSAs conditions. Addition of unlabeled WT-41 probes outcompetes the binding of labeled WT-41, WT-28, or WT-20 to either AR or AR NTD, consistent with the observed mobility shifts resulting from specific RNA binding (Figures S1B and S1C). The AR-RNA interaction was further examined using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) analysis, which enables quantification of bimolecular interactions in a label-free and real-time manner. The dissociation constant (Kd) for the AR-WT-20 interaction, based on the ratio of the dissociation and association constants, was 270 ± 80 nM (Figure 1C). The combined data from RIP, REMSA, and SPR assays indicate that AR NTD binds with high affinity to short, pyrimidine-rich RNA sequences.

RNA-binding proteins may bind RNA in a sequence- and/or structure-specific manner. We next used a series of mutational analyses to probe the potential sequence requirements of the AR-RNA interaction, identifying a set of WT and mutated RNAs that retain the ability to bind AR NTD (Figures 2A–2E). REMSAs were performed using excess probing and a protein concentration (600 nM) roughly 2-fold greater than the calculated Kd (270 ± 80 nM), and 6-fold greater than the protein concentration at which an interaction with WT-20 was still observed (Figure 1B, right panel; 0.1 μM). Thus, these conditions should detect interaction with a Kd less than (higher affinity than) ~1.5 μM.
We categorize sequences that fail to elicit a gel shift upon AR binding under these conditions as “non-binders.” Importantly, identification of non-binders confirms that REMSA can distinguish the sequence specificity of the AR-RNA interaction. Motif enrichment analysis (multiple EM for motif elicitation [MEME]) of this set of tested RNAs identified an enriched (E = 1.3 \times 10^{-13}) 9-nt motif CYUYUCCWS (Y = pyrimidine [C or U], W = weak [A or U], and S = strong [C or G]) required for AR-RNA binding (Figure 2A; Bailey et al., 2009). These results indicate that AR NTD binds to RNA in a sequence-specific manner.

SLNCR1 contains two CYUYUCCWS motifs in close proximity to each other (nucleotides 612–620 and nucleotides 627–635, motif 1 and motif 2). However, several lines of evidence suggest that only one motif is required for interaction with AR (Figure 1B). First, mutations in either motif 1 (MUT L [left], containing three base changes) or motif 2 of WT-28 (MUT R [right], containing four base changes) do not abolish AR binding when the other motif is present (Figures 2B and 2C). The altered migration pattern of MUT L, however, suggests that AR engages each motif in a unique way. Second, combining MUT L and MUT R mutations (MUT full-length [MUT FL]) completely abolished AR binding at AR NTD concentrations up to 1.2 \mu M (Figures 2B, 2C, and S2A). In contrast, WT-20 and WT-17 contain intact single motifs and bind AR NTD (Figures 1B and 2E). Together, these data show that a single CYUYUCCWS motif is sufficient for specific recognition by AR NTD.

We next tested if AR binds other pyrimidine-rich sequences. AR does not bind 20-nt probes consisting of UC, UUUC, or CCCU repeats (REP-UC, REP-UUUC, or REP-CCCU, respectively) or to 18-nt probes containing two repeats of a UCUCCA sequence (Figure S2B). Although AR NTD can bind motifs as short as 11 nucleotides, AR NTD does not bind a 15-nt probe containing a near-consensus sequence (CUUCUCCAU) even at protein concentrations up to 1.2 \mu M (Figures S2C and S2D). Moreover, RIP assays confirm that AR does not bind this sequence in cells, as this near-consensus sequence is contained in SLNCR1 (nucleotides 547–555) but located outside of the region required for AR binding (SLNCR1568–637) (Schmidt et al., 2016). The inability of AR to bind the near-consensus sequence or tandem UCUCCA repeats suggests that AR does not tolerate a U in position 9 of the AR-binding motif. Mutations between motifs 1 and 2 that do not alter either CYUYUCCWS motif do not affect AR binding (MUT-I; Figures 2B and 2C). A probe containing seven pyrimidine transitions (U to C or C to U) across WT-28 (MUT-pyrimidine transitions [MUT PTs]) that disrupt both of the original motifs 1 and 2 but introduce a new CYUYUCCWS consensus motif (CCUUUCCUC) retains AR binding (Figures 2B and 2C). These data indicate that the CYUYUCCWS motif is necessary and sufficient for AR binding.

To test whether RNA structure interferes with AR binding, we compared AR RNA binding in the presence or absence of secondary structures (Figures 2E). Introduction of non-endogenous
nucleotides at the 5’ end of WT-17 that are predicted to induce a stable stem-loop structure encompassing 6 nucleotides of motif 1 (ΔG = 5.4, as predicted by RNAStructure), abolished AR NTD binding (Figure 2E; Xu and Mathews, 2016). This finding agrees with results suggesting that AR NTD binds with higher affinity to WT-20 than WT-41, the latter of which is predicted to form a stable stem-loop structure (ΔG = 6.1) (Figures 1B and S2E).

Although WT-41 contains both AR-binding motifs, only motif 2 is likely accessible for AR binding: motif 1 is occluded by the stem-loop structure likely formed by the oligonucleotide (Figure S2E). Considering that REMSAs suggest AR has a higher affinity for WT-20 containing only motif 2 (ΔG = −6.1) (Figures 1B and S2E). Of these IncRNAs, only SRA1 contains an intact potential AR-binding motif (CUUCUCUG). Indeed, in REMSA, addition of AR results in a slight, but reproducible, shift of the SRA1 probe that is successfully competed away by unlabeled WT-41 probe (Figures 3A and S3A), suggesting that SRA1 directly binds AR. Further work is required to confirm this interaction.

In contrast, probes corresponding to the conserved region of HOTAIR or PCGEM1, which do not contain a consensus CYUYUCCWS motif, do not bind detectably to AR NTD in REMSA assays, indicating that AR binds these sequences at best weakly (KD > 1.5 μM; Figures 3A and 3B). REMSAs were performed in the absence of mammalian-specific post-translational modifications of AR or additional protein or RNA cofactors that may be required for mediating these interactions in vivo, as is required for the AR-PCGEM1 interaction (Yang et al., 2013). These results further confirm that, in a minimal in vitro system, AR requires the presence of at least one CYUYUCCWS motif for optimal RNA binding.

To test if our identified AR-binding motif is predictive of AR interaction, we used Nucleotide BLAST search (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi?PAGE_TYPE=BlastSearch) to identify non-coding RNAs containing a consensus or near-consensus AR-binding motif (corresponding to WT-28 or WT-20). Of the many coding and non-coding human transcripts containing a consensus or near-consensus AR-binding

### Figure 2. AR Binds to Single-Strand RNA in a Sequence-Specific Manner

(A) Consensus motif identified among AR-binding RNA sequences.

(B) Sequences of biotinylated probes used in these assays. Nucleotides that are mutated compared to wild-type SLNCR1 are highlighted in red, bolded font. The predicted AR-binding motifs are highlighted in the gray boxes.

(C and D) REMSA, as in Figure 1B, of the indicated probes derived from WT-28 (C) or WT-20 (D) incubated with 600 nM of recombinant AR NTD.

(E) REMSA, as in (C) and (D), with the indicated WT or stem-loop probe. Left: secondary structure model (ΔG = −5.4, as predicted by RNAStructure, rna.urmc.rochester.edu/RNAstructureWeb) of stem-loop probe with the non-endogenous nucleotides denoted by the red bar. Significance was calculated using the Student’s t test: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.005; ns, not significant.

See also Figure S2.
motif, we were particularly interested in a 1,169-nt transcript expressed divergently from the HOXA11 gene, lncRNA HOXA11-AS-203 (Ensembl transcript ENST00000520395, gene ENSG00000240990), which contains a region of high similarity to WT-20 (Figures 3C and 3D). Moreover, HOXA11-AS-203 and AR are co-expressed in several human tissues, including the prostate, uterus, and testis, suggesting that this interaction occurs in vivo (Figure S3B). A probe corresponding to 23 nucleotides of the HOXA11-AS-203 sequence is significantly shifted upon incubation with AR NTD, indicating that AR NTD directly binds to this sequence in vitro. We measured the interaction between ectopically expressed HOXA11-AS-203 and FLAG-tagged ARs in cells by RIP assay (Figure 3E). HOXA11-AS-203 was enriched (~4-fold) in RNAs immunoprecipitated with AR compared to an IgG control. HOXA11-AS-203 bearing a mutation in the AR-binding motif was not enriched in RNAs immunoprecipitated with ARs, confirming that the AR-binding motif is required for AR binding (Figure 3E). Identification of the
AR-HOXA11-AS-203 interaction in cells confirms that REMSAs faithfully identified a bona fide AR-binding RNA motif, and that this motif may predict the ability of a lncRNA to bind to AR. While the functional implications of this interaction remain to be determined, these data imply that perturbing AR binding to lncRNAs can block AR-dependent functions of lncRNAs in multiple tissues.

**AR- and Brn3a-Binding Sites Reside within an Unstructured Region of SLNCR1, In Vivo**

Our in vitro data indicate that AR preferentially binds to unstructured, single-strand RNA in a sequence-specific manner. However, REMSAs combined with sequence and structural prediction analyses do not reveal how an RNA sequence folds in the context of an entire transcript within a cell. We therefore sought to experimentally determine if the AR-binding motifs in context of an entire transcript within a cell. We therefore sought to experimentally determine if the AR-binding motifs in SLNCR1 are (1) accessible to protein interaction and (2) bound by protein, in vivo.

We probed local RNA structure and nucleotide accessibility of SLNCR1 AR-binding motifs using SHAPE as analyzed by mutational profiling (MaP). SHAPE-MaP provides experimental evidence for RNA secondary structure formation at nucleotide resolution, including in living cells (Siegrfried et al., 2014; Smola et al., 2015b). We applied SHAPE-MaP on the melanoma short-term culture (MSTC) WM1976 cell line, whose invasion potential is disrupted through siRNA-mediated depletion of SLNCR1 (Schmidt et al., 2016). MSTCs have undergone limited passages outside of the patient and therefore closely reflect the genetics and relative gene expression patterns of the tumor. We probed the structure of SLNCR1 using two cell-permeable reagents: the SHAPE reagent 5-nitroisatoic anhydride (SNIA), which reacts broadly with all four nucleotides, and the methylating agent dimethyl sulfate (DMS), which reacts most strongly with adenosine and cytidine (Busan et al., 2019; Smola and Weeks, 2018). We probed the nucleotide flexibilities of SLNCR1 both within WM1976 cells (in cell) and after gentle extraction of the RNA from WM1976 cells into a protein-free environment (cell free). SHAPE reactivities from the cell-free state can be used to model RNA structure in the absence of cellular factors, and in cell SHAPE reactivities provide further evidence in support of structure probing-based models and can identify RNA sequences whose structure changes in the presence of proteins. Extracted RNA (cell free) was separated into nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions (the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments do not induce stable changes to the structure of RNA, when extracted from the nucleus or the cytoplasm, are nearly identical, suggesting that events in either compartment do not induce stable changes to the structure of RNA). We probed local RNA structure and nucleotide accessibility of SLNCR1 AR-binding motifs using SHAPE as analyzed by mutational profiling (MaP). SHAPE-MaP provides experimental evidence for RNA secondary structure formation at nucleotide resolution, including in living cells (Siegrfried et al., 2014; Smola et al., 2015b). We applied SHAPE-MaP on the melanoma short-term culture (MSTC) WM1976 cell line, whose invasion potential is disrupted through siRNA-mediated depletion of SLNCR1 (Schmidt et al., 2016). MSTCs have undergone limited passages outside of the patient and therefore closely reflect the genetics and relative gene expression patterns of the tumor. We probed the structure of SLNCR1 using two cell-permeable reagents: the SHAPE reagent 5-nitroisatoic anhydride (SNIA), which reacts broadly with all four nucleotides, and the methylating agent dimethyl sulfate (DMS), which reacts most strongly with adenosine and cytidine (Busan et al., 2019; Smola and Weeks, 2018). We probed the nucleotide flexibilities of SLNCR1 both within WM1976 cells (in cell) and after gentle extraction of the RNA from WM1976 cells into a protein-free environment (cell free). SHAPE reactivities from the cell-free state can be used to model RNA structure in the absence of cellular factors, and in cell SHAPE reactivities provide further evidence in support of structure probing-based models and can identify RNA sequences whose structure changes in the presence of proteins. Extracted RNA (cell free) was separated into nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions (the SLNCR1-AR complex regulates transcription in the nucleus). Sites of SHAPE and DMS modification within in-cell and cell-free RNAs were encoded as non-template sequence changes in the cDNA generated during MaP reverse transcription, recorded by massively parallel sequencing, and converted into per-nucleotide reactivity profiles (Homan et al., 2014; Siegfried et al., 2014; Smola et al., 2015b). We obtained single-nucleotide resolution structural information on nucleotides 403–780 of SLNCR1 (SLNCR1403–780) using a gene-specific reverse transcription and PCR primers. This region encompasses most of SLNCR1cons (nucleotides 372–672), including the Brn3a-binding region (SLNCR1462–572) and both AR-binding motifs, required for mediating melanoma invasion.

We observed high overall SHAPE reactivity across SLNCR1403–780 in the cell-free RNA (Figures 4A and 4C), suggesting this region is conformationally flexible and lacks a single, well-defined structure in the absence of cellular components. To calibrate the reactivity scale, we also collected SHAPE reactivities for the highly structured U1 small nuclear RNA (snRNA), extracted from WM1976 cells (Figures 5A and S4). SHAPE reactivities for SLNCR1 and U1 snRNA spanned a similar range of values; however, reactive nucleotides were more diffuse in SLNCR1403–780 than in the U1 snRNA, with fewer regions of well-defined, punctate lowly or highly reactive nucleotides (Figures 4A, 4C, 5A, 5B, and S4A). The distribution of SHAPE reactivities in SLNCR1403–780 is strongly shifted to higher reactivities, relative to the U1 snRNA, indicating that this region of SLNCR1 is much less structured than the U1 snRNA (Figure 5B). We used cell-free SHAPE reactivities as restraints for RNA structure modeling (Smola et al., 2015b), generating base-pairing probabilities and consequent Shannon entropies for every nucleotide within SLNCR1403–780 (Figures 5C and S6A). As a control, we modeled the structure of the U1 snRNA extracted from WM1976 cells and recovered the accepted four-stem structure (Figures 5A and S4C). The global median Shannon entropy, a measure of the well determinedness and conformational diversity of an RNA, is much greater for SLNCR1403–780 (0.19) than that of the highly structured U1 snRNA (0.01) and suggests that the lncRNA region lacks a well-defined structure (Figures 5A and 5C). Indeed, standard approaches to identify stable RNA structure motifs based on SHAPE reactivity and Shannon entropies (Siegrfried et al., 2014; Smola et al., 2015b) yielded no motifs with well-defined structure within SLNCR1403–780. We were able to model potential structural motifs using relaxed thresholds intended for large RNAs (Smola et al., 2016; Figure S6; see STAR Methods), but the relative high reactivity and entropy of these structures suggest that they do not persist stably in vivo.

The lack of well-defined RNA structural motifs within SLNCR1403–780 supports the hypothesis that this region is accessible for interaction with single-stranded RNA-binding proteins in vivo. For example, unstructured regions in the IncRNA Xist, identified by SHAPE, are some of the most highly protein bound (Smola et al., 2016). The average SHAPE reactivity in SLNCR1 is highest across nucleotides 495–570 (Figure 5C), which overlaps the SLNCR1 region necessary for interaction with Brn3a (SLNCR1462–572) (Schmidt et al., 2016). SLNCR1 AR-binding motif 1 has moderate SHAPE reactivity (0.32) but high entropy (0.44), suggesting that the motif is partially base paired, but samples multiple base-pairing states and does not sample a single, stable conformation. AR-binding motif 2 shows moderate reactivity (0.32) and has low entropy (0.07), suggesting that this motif exists in a partially base-paired state with few alternative pairing partners. The SHAPE reactivity profiles of the SLNCR1 RNA, when extracted from the nucleus or the cytoplasm, are nearly identical, suggesting that events in either compartment do not induce stable changes to the structure of this region of SLNCR1 (Figures 4A and 4C). When SLNCR1 RNA structure was examined by SHAPE or DMS in cell, the reactivity profiles largely resembled the cell-free profiles (Figures 4B and S5). Together, these data suggest that the SLNCR1403–780 RNA region lacks extensive stable secondary structure, especially within the Brn3a-binding region (SLNCR1462–572) and that the cellular environment does not impose any wide-ranging
structural shifts in the RNA. The SLNCR1403–780 region thus appears to be broadly accessible to single-stranded RNA-binding proteins.

Proteins Bind to Multiple Regions of SLNCR1cons, Including AR-Binding Motifs, In Vivo

Comparison of cell-free and in-cell reactivity profiles enables discovery of nucleotides that are protected in living cells, which is often indicative of protein binding in these regions of RNA (Smola et al., 2015a, 2016). For example, loops in the U1 snRNA engaged by the 70K, U1A, and Sm proteins are highly reactive to SHAPE in the cell-free state but are unreactive in cell (Figure S4; Kondo et al., 2015; Pomeranz Krummel et al., 2009). We observed many in-cell protections from SHAPE and DMS reactivity throughout the SLNCR1403–780 region consistent with interactions with RNA-binding proteins (Figure 4). Statistically significant protections were observed at the 5′ end of the first AR-binding motif (Z factor = 0.59; Z score = 1.21) and adjacent to the 3′ end of the second AR-binding motif (Z factor = 0.60; Z score = 1.20), suggesting that these motifs are protein bound in vivo. Two large in-cell protections from SHAPE reactivity were also observed upstream of the AR-binding motifs within the Brn3a-interacting region (SLNCR1462–572). The two probing reagents show excellent agreement: all DMS protection sites are within five nucleotides of an in-cell SHAPE protection and in-cell DMS and SHAPE protections overlapped at the first AR-binding motif, further supporting that this motif is protein bound in cells (Figure 4). The stronger in-cell protection observed for motif 1 is consistent with our data showing that AR binds the SLNCR1 motif 1 with higher affinity than motif 2 (Figure 2G). Together, our REMSA and SHAPE data support a model wherein the SLNCR1cons region is unstructured and engages AR in vivo.

AR Binding to Its Cognate Motif Is Required for SLNCR1-Mediated Melanoma Invasion

To confirm the identity of the AR-binding motif and assess the consequence of AR binding to its cognate elements in vivo, we mutated the two AR-binding motifs in SLNCR1 and tested AR- and SLNCR1-mediated upregulation of MMP9 and subsequent melanoma invasions. We quantified cell invasion using the well-validated Matrigel invasion assay, capable of detecting physiologically relevant changes in cell invasion (Hall and Brooks, 2014). Transient overexpression of SLNCR1 significantly increased expression of MMP9 (~3-fold), and A375 melanoma invasion (~2-fold) (Figures 6 and S7) in agreement with our previous work (Schmidt et al., 2016). Mutation of individual AR-binding motifs 1 or 2 (SLNCR1AR MUT1 or SLNCR1AR MUT2, respectively) only partially attenuated SLNCR1-mediated invasion and MMP9 upregulation, suggesting that both motifs contribute to AR- and SLNCR1-mediated melanoma invasions. Expression of SLNCR1 harboring mutant AR-binding motifs 1 and 2 (SLNCR1AR MUT1+2) fully attenuated SLNCR1-mediated invasion and upregulation of MMP9 (Figures 6A, 6B, and S7).
We note that all SLNCR1 mutants were expressed above the modest threshold (20-fold above endogenous SLNCR1 levels) necessary to increase invasion (Figures 7C and S7; data not shown). Thus, phenotypic analysis of SLNCR1 mutants confirms that AR-binding motifs 1 and 2, originally identified by REMSAs, mediate much of the AR-RNA interaction and is consistent with our model that SLNCR1 contains two AR-binding motifs.

To validate that both AR-binding motifs are important for protein interaction with SLNCR1, we repeated RIP assays using WT and the SLNCR1	extsuperscript{AR MUT 1+2} mutant. Overexpressed WT SLNCR1 was enriched (~12-fold) in RNAs immunoprecipitated with ectopically expressed FLAG-tagged AR relative to a mock precipitation, consistent with previous results indicating that SLNCR1 and AR interact in cells (Figure 6C; Schmidt et al.,...
Figure 6. Mutation of the AR-Binding Motif Blocks SLNCR1-Mediated Invasion

(A) Schematic of the SLNCR1 sequences expressed in (B), zoomed in on the region containing site-directed mutations within the AR-binding motif. SLNCR1 corresponds to SLNCR1 nucleotides 372–672. Invasion is calculated as the percent of invading cells compared to mobile cells as counted in eight fields of view. Top panels show representative images of the indicated invading and mobile cells. Quantification from three independent replicates, represented as mean ± SD, is shown at the bottom.

(legend continued on next page)
In contrast, immunoprecipitation did not recover ectopically expressed SLNCR1 (i.e., levels immunoprecipitated from cells without SLNCR1 overexpression) (Figure 6C; data not shown). Collectively, these data confirm that AR binds RNA in a sequence-specific manner in vivo.

**Inhibiting AR Binding Negates SLNCR1-Mediated Melanoma Invasion**

To assess the therapeutic potential of inhibiting the SLNCR1-AR interaction, we used short (21–28 nucleotides) chemically stabilized 2′-deoxy-2′-fluoro-D-arabinonucleic acid (2′-FANA) containing oligonucleotides that were either (1) antisense to the SLNCR1 AR-binding sequence, which then bound to SLNCR1 to generate double-strand RNAs incapable of AR binding (antisenses 1 and 2), or (2) mimics of the SLNCR1 AR-binding sequence, which could bind directly to AR to inhibit its binding to SLNCR1 (mimics 1 and 2; Ferrari et al., 2006). The antisense probes were designed to block both CY-UYUCCWS motifs present in SLNCR1. The 2′-FANA-modified oligonucleotides are incompatible with RNase H-mediated cleavage, thereby preventing downregulation of SLNCR1 or other potential off-target RNAs (Figure S7C; Schmidt et al., 2019). Consistent with a steric-blocking mechanism, these oligonucleotides decrease melanoma proliferation, another cancer phenotype attributed to the interaction of AR and SLNCR1, without decreasing SLNCR1 expression (Schmidt et al., 2019). Both SLNCR1- (antisense) and AR-binding (mimic) oligonucleotides sterically block the AR/SLNCR1 interaction in vitro (Figure 7B). Addition of antisense oligonucleotides upwardly shifts the biotinylated probe, confirming the formation of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA). Gymnotic delivery of these oligonucleotides (delivery of oligonucleotides independent of cell-transducing agents) to A375 melanoma cells reduced SLNCR1-mediated melanoma invasion, without impairing SLNCR1 overexpression (Figures 7C and S7C). Ectopic expression of SLNCR1 increased MMP9 mRNA levels, as expected, while addition of the steric-blocking oligonucleotides attenuated this increase (Figure S7D). The ability of the antisense oligonucleotides to attenuate SLNCR1-mediated proliferation, invasion, and upregulation of MMP9 is further evidence that AR binds single-stranded RNA. Collectively, these data are consistent with a model in which single-strand AR- or SLNCR1-targeting oligonucleotides block the AR and SLNCR1 interaction and attenuate SLNCR1-mediated melanoma invasion.

**DISCUSSION**

This work identifies a novel sequence-specific IncRNA motif that mediates protein binding and IncRNA function. We show that AR NTD binds with high affinity to unstructured, pyrimidine-rich RNA in a sequence-specific manner. Identifying and characterizing protein-IncRNA interactions enables prediction of novel IncRNA function, as demonstrated by the prediction and confirmation of a bona fide AR-binding sequence in the HOXA11-AS-203 IncRNA (Figure 3). Similarly, identifying RNA motifs bound by specific proteins may be crucial for the development of oligonucleotide-based therapeutics that target protein-IncRNA interactions.

Previous results suggested that IncRNA-mediated AR activity occurs independently of canonical androgen-mediated AR dimerization and activation (Schmidt et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015). Our current data indicate that AR likely binds to SLNCR1 as a monomer because (1) AR binds RNA independently of androgens in vitro (Figure S1A); (2) AR NTD, incapable of head-to-tail dimerization, binds RNA in vitro (Figure 2B); and (3) only one AR-binding motif is required for AR-RNA interaction (Figures 2 and 3). Interestingly, multiple AR-driven cancers show limited response to anti-androgen therapies, consistent with androgen-independent mechanisms for oncogenic AR activation (Morvillo et al., 1995, 2002; Rose et al., 1985). Increasing our understanding of novel RNA-mediated androgen-independent AR function may help explain the failure of anti-androgens in the treatment of these tumors.

Although monomeric AR can bind SLNCR1, it is intriguing that the IncRNA contains two AR-binding motifs in close proximity (spanning 24 nucleotides). AR appears to interact independently and uniquely with each site, as evidenced by altered REMS migration patterns and phenotypic differences upon mutation of either motif 1 or motif 2 (Figures 2C and S7B). In-cell protections and phenotypic data suggest that motif 1 is more potent for AR binding (Figures 4A, 6B, and S7B), possibly due to differences in sequence affinity or accessibility between motif 1 and motif 2. The high-affinity AR-binding motif 1, which exists at the junction of the highly flexible Bm3a-binding domain and a lower SHAPE and entropy 3′ region, may be more accessible than AR-binding motif 2, which resides within the lower SHAPE and entropy region (Figure 5C). Moreover, mutation of AR-binding motif 2 does not abolish transcriptional upregulation of MMP9 and increased invasion, indicating that motif 1 is sufficient for activity (Figures 6 and S7). The second, lower-affinity binding site may accommodate or anchor AR dimers following canonical activation, or independently bind a second AR monomer, forcing proximal dimerization and possibly initiating cooperative activity. We note that high concentrations of full-length AR, but not AR NTD, resulted in a secondary sub-shift of the WT-41 probe, suggesting a change in protein:RNA stoichiometry possibly resulting from AR dimerization (Figures S1A and 1B). Further work is required to determine if dimeric AR binds SLNCR1, and what the functional implications of this interaction might be.

AR NTD directly binds SLNCR1 and HOXA11-AS, but not PCGEM1 or HOTAIR, in vitro, despite the presence of a near-consensus AR-binding motif (Schmidt et al., 2016). It is possible that AR directly binds these IncRNAs with lower affinity than SLNCR1. Mutating only a few nucleotides within the AR-binding
motif abolished IncRNA binding even at AR concentrations up to 1.2 \( \mu \text{M} \) (which should capture interactions with affinities up to \( 1.2 \times 10^{-6} \text{M} \)), suggesting that the AR-RNA interaction is exquisitely sequence specific (Figures S2A and S2C). It is also possible that certain AR-interacting IncRNAs have evolved from a direct to an indirect interaction with AR (reflected as a near-consensus AR-binding motif), or may require additional cofactors or post-translational modifications of AR to facilitate the interaction. Indirect interaction or interactions that require additional cofactors or modifications would not be captured in our minimal in vitro system. Indeed, the AR-PCGEM1 interaction requires binding of the lncRNA PRNCR1 to the carboxyl-terminus of AR, recruitment of DOT1L, and methylation at AR K349 (Yang et al., 2013). It is unknown if other cofactors or post-translational modifications are required to mediate the interaction of AR with PCGEM1 or HOTAIR.

Our results also suggest that AR NTD binds SRA1 (Figure S3A), agreeing with prior work indicating that SRA1 is bound by full-length, but not N-terminally truncated, AR (Lanz et al., 1999). The interaction of AR with either SRA1 or HOXA11-AS appears weaker and/or more transient compared to the AR-SLNR1 interaction (Figure 3E versus Figure 6C; see also Figure S3A), possibly due to the presence of only one CYUYUCCWS motif found within a non-pyrimidine-rich sequence compared to the two motifs found in the highly pyrimidine-rich sequence of SLNCR1. A combination of chemical and enzymatic probing in vitro suggests the AR motif of SRA1 lies in a structurally dynamic domain, which has characteristics of well-defined structure or flexibility depending on the probing technique employed and that the motif itself is single stranded in the absence of additional proteins (Novikova et al., 2012). REMSA conditions and the sequence of the SRA1 probe used here should be optimized further to verify the interaction of SRA1 and AR, and cell-based experiments may be necessary to discern whether other factors are necessary for the interaction in vivo.

Our results indicate that AR binds RNA independently of its DNA-binding domain. While this work focuses on interactions between AR and free RNA functioning in trans, it is tempting to postulate that AR also binds actively transcribed IncRNAs, recruiting AR in cis to particular genomic regions independently of DNA-encoded AR response elements. The proximal recruitment of AR to these regions may be sufficient to elicit AR-mediated transcriptional regulation of the IncRNA or other neighboring genes. In this way, AR may regulate expression of many non-ARE-containing genes. Indeed, many IncRNAs are expressed divergently or antisense to protein-coding genes, and expressions of many of these IncRNAs have been linked to transcriptional changes in expression of cognate mRNA. In addition to AR, many other transcription factors also bind RNA independently of canonical DNA interactions (Long et al., 2017). Identification of RNA-binding transcription factors and elucidation of their RNA sequence or structure requirements is critical to fully appreciate the complexities of regulated gene expression.

Many IncRNAs are likely composed of varying combinations of discrete domains that impart functional specificity through assembly of associated proteins, RNA and DNA (Guttman and Rinn, 2012). These IncRNA domains might impart function through a variety of means, for example, by (1) acting as
allosteric regulators, assuming complex secondary and tertiary structures that present a unique surface for interaction and impart new or enhanced activities on associated macromolecules (Shamovsky et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2009); (2) acting as sponges that compete for binding to factors and thus inhibit their effects (Lee et al., 2016); or (3) providing protein-specific landing platforms to scaffold the formation of higher-order complexes, thereby coordinating the activities of multiple associated proteins through induced proximity (Cerase et al., 2015). SLNCR1 behaves most like category 3, serving as a flexible scaffold for AR and Bm3 to coordinate their transcriptional activities (Schmidt et al., 2016). In other cell lines, SLNCR1 interacts with epigenetic regulators EZH2, DNMT1, and LSD1, although it is unknown if these interactions occur in the melanomas used in this study (Ba et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2016). Given that the most significant SHAPE protection in cell within SLNCR1 lies adjacent to the Bm3a and AR-interacting domains (nucleotides 672–678), it is likely that additional factors associate with SLNCR1 and guide ribonucleoprotein complex assembly.

Given their critical role in the regulation of complex gene expression patterns and their implication in many human cancers, IncRNAs are rapidly emerging as an attractive class of novel pharmacological targets. Despite several hurdles early in their development, several oligonucleotide-based therapeutics have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), including Onpatro (Patisiran), for the treatment of hereditary transthyretin amyloidosis; Eteplirsen (Exondys 51), for the treatment of Duchenne muscular dystrophy; and Nusinersen (Spinraza), for the treatment of spinal muscular atrophy (Adams et al., 2018; Juliano, 2016; Lundin et al., 2015; Ottesen, 2017; Stein and Castanotto, 2017). Here, we show that chemically stable oligonucleotides that block the AR-SLNCR1 interaction inhibit SLNCR1-mediated melanoma invasion, suggesting that disrupting this interaction has potential therapeutic value. Thus, characterizing IncRNA-protein interactions presents a novel avenue for the design and implementation of IncRNA-targeting therapies. In addition to oligonucleotide-based approaches, small molecules could also be used to selectively inhibit the AR-SLNCR1 interaction. Importantly, the SLNCR1 structural information generated here is critical to enabling identification of small molecules that bind to SLNCR1 and selectively inhibit AR binding (Connelly et al., 2016).
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## KEY RESOURCES TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antibodies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monoclonal ANTI-FLAG® M2 antibody</td>
<td>Sigma-Aldrich</td>
<td>Cat# F3165, RRID:AB_259529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recombinant DDDK-AR protein</td>
<td>abcam</td>
<td>Cat#ab82609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recombinant N-terminal AR-6xHis protein</td>
<td>RayBiotech</td>
<td>Cat#RB-14-0003P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-nitrosoic acid</td>
<td>Millipore Sigma</td>
<td>Cat#S428396 CAS#4693-02-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimethyl Sulfate</td>
<td>Millipore Sigma</td>
<td>Cat#D186309 CAS#77-78-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIzol Reagent</td>
<td>Thermo Fisher Scientific</td>
<td>Cat#15596026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recombinant RNasin Ribonuclease Inhibitor</td>
<td>Promega</td>
<td>Cat#N2511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recombinant DNase I, RNase-free</td>
<td>Roche</td>
<td>Cat#04716728001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURBO DNase</td>
<td>Thermo Fisher Scientific</td>
<td>Cat#AM2238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperScript II Reverse Transcriptase</td>
<td>Thermo Fisher Scientific</td>
<td>Cat#18064014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 Hot-start high fidelity DNA Polymerase</td>
<td>New England Biolabs</td>
<td>Cat#MO493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proteinase K, Lyophilized</td>
<td>Millipore Sigma</td>
<td>Cat#70663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipofectamine 2000 Transfection Reagent</td>
<td>Thermo Fisher Scientific</td>
<td>Cat#11668019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMEM, high glucose, no glutamine</td>
<td>Invitrogen</td>
<td>cat# 11960044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibco FBS</td>
<td>Thermo Fisher Scientific</td>
<td>cat# 26140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Commercial Assays</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD-10 Desalting Columns</td>
<td>GE Healthcare Life Sciences</td>
<td>Cat#17-0851-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agencourt RNA Clean XP kit</td>
<td>Beckman Coulter</td>
<td>Cat#A63987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agencourt AMPure XP kit</td>
<td>Beckman Coulter</td>
<td>Cat#A63881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustar Micro-Spin G50 Columns</td>
<td>GE Healthcare Life Sciences</td>
<td>Cat#27533001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LightShift Chemiluminescent RNA EMSA (REMSA) Kit</td>
<td>Thermo Fisher Scientific</td>
<td>Cat#20158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iScript™ cDNA synthesis kit</td>
<td>BioRad</td>
<td>Cat#1708890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNeasy Mini Kit</td>
<td>Qiagen</td>
<td>Cat#74104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Total RNA Master Panel II</td>
<td>Clontech</td>
<td>Cat#636643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher HealthCare PROTOCOL Hema 3 Fixative and Solutions</td>
<td>Fisher Scientific</td>
<td>Cat#23-123869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposited Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Human Protein Atlas</td>
<td>Uhlén et al., 2015</td>
<td><a href="http://www.proteinatlas.org">www.proteinatlas.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequencing Reads and MaP Profiles</td>
<td>Generated in this study</td>
<td>GEO Accession#GSE140048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Models: Cell Lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A375</td>
<td>American Type Culture Collection</td>
<td>cat# ATCC CRL-1619; RRID:CVCL_0132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM1976 human melanoma cell line</td>
<td>Wistar Institute</td>
<td>WM1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEK293T/17</td>
<td>American Type Culture Collection</td>
<td>ATCC Cat# CRL-11268, RRID:CVCL_1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oligonucleotides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Oligonucleotides</td>
<td>See Table S1, this study</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recombinant DNA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pEGFP-C1-AR</td>
<td>Stenoien et al., 1999; Addgene</td>
<td>Cat#28235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCDNA3.1(-)::SLNCR1</td>
<td>Schmidt et al., 2016; Addgene</td>
<td>Cat#68616</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on next page)
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Carl Novina (Carl.Novina@dfci.harvard.edu). Reagents generated in this study will be made available on request but we may require a payment and/or a completed Materials Transfer Agreement if there is potential for commercial application.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

A375 (female) and HEK293T (female) cells were purchased from ATCC. WM1976 cells were from the collection of the Wistar Institute (Philadelphia, PA). Cells were cultured as adherent cells in DMEM (Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium, Invitrogen) without glutamine supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Cells were maintained at 37°C, 95% relative humidity, and 5% CO2. The A375 cell line was authenticated via short tandem repeat profiling at the American Tissue Culture Repository on May 19, 2016. WM1976 and HEK293T cells were not subject to additional authentication.

METHOD DETAILS

Reagents and Plasmid Construction

Biotinylated and unmodified RNA probes were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies. Full-length, recombinant AR protein containing an N terminus DDDK tag was purchased from Abcam (ab82609). N-terminal recombinant AR protein containing an N-terminal 6x HIS tag was purchased from RayBiotech (RB-14-0003P). Steric-blocking 2'-FANA modified oligonucleotides were gifts from AUM LifeTech. The plasmid expressing full-length SLNCR1 was previously described (Schmidt et al., 2016). Site-directed mutagenesis was used to obtain all SLNCR1 mutant plasmids described here, using oligo sequences listed in Table S1. Wild-type and mutant HOXA11-AS-203 were ordered as gblocks from IDT, and cloned into pcDNA3.1 (1) using flanking EcoRI and HindIII sites. The FLAG-tagged AR expression plasmid (pFLAG-EGFP-C1-AR) was generated by cloning a FLAG tag and 3x glycine linker flanked by Nhel and AgeI sites (sequence of duplexed oligonucleotides found in Table S1) into pEGFP-C1-AR, a gift from Michael Mancini (Addgene plasmid #28235).

RNA Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays

REMSAs were performed using Thermo Fisher Scientific LightShift Chemiluminescent RNA EMSA (REMSA) Kit, according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 20 μl binding reactions were assembled in low-adhesion tubes in 1X binding buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.3, 20 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT), with 2 μg of yeast tRNA, the indicated amount of either recombinant AR or AR NTD, 10 μM of unlabeled competitor RNA (if applicable), and 0.5 nM final concentration of the biotinylated RNA probe (added last). Reactions were incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes, at which time 5 μl of loading dye was added, and 20 μl was electrophoresed on Bio-Rad’s 5% Mini-PROTEAN® TBE Gel, 10 well, 30 μl (Cat number #4565013). RNA and protein/RNA complexes were transferred to GE Healthcare Amersham Hybond –N+ Membrane in 0.5x TBE at 400 mA for 30 minutes in 0.5X TBE on Bio-Rad’s Trans Blot Turbo Transfer System. Detection was performed as described, using Bio-Rad’s ChemiDoc XRS+ System. At least 2 replicate EMSAs were performed for each RNA probe; one representative image is shown. MEME analysis (http://meme-suite.org/) was
performed using the normal motif discovery mode, searching for any number of motif repetitions using 0-order background model of sequences within the input sequences WT-41, WT-28, WT-20, WT-17, MUT R, MUT L, MUT PT, MUT I, HOXA11-AS.

**Surface Plasmon Resonance**

SPR experiments were performed on a Biacore 3000. Full length AR protein (Abcam) was dialyzed against 10 mM NaOAc pH 5 and subsequently coupled to a CM5 chip (GE) using EDC/NHS coupling. The system was equilibrated to running buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.3, 20 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM DTT) and RNA (IDT) was subsequently injected (30 μL/min flow rate, one minute injection followed by 5-15 minutes dissociation). Measurements for each RNA concentration were collected across three independent experiments, and fit to a 1:1 Langmuir model. All measurements made are within the physical limits of the instrument.

**Cell-Based Assays**

Lipofectamine® 2000 (Life Technologies) was used for all plasmid transfections. RIP assays were performed as previously published, using HEK293T cells transfected with 10 μg of FLAG-AR expressing plasmid, and 10 μg of IncRNA-expressing plasmid (Schmidt et al., 2016). Immunoprecipitation of FLAG-tagged AR was performed as previously published (Schmidt et al., 2017). For invasion assays, A375 cells were seeded at 25 × 10⁴ cells in a 6-well plate and transfected with 2,500 ng of the indicated plasmid 24 hours later. For assays using FANA-modified oligos, media was changed 7-8 hours post-transfection to media containing 1 μM final concentration of the indicated oligo. Approximately 28 hours post-transfection, 2.5 × 10⁴ cells in serum-free media were plated in either BD BioCoat matrigel inserts or uncoated control inserts (Corning), placed into DMEM with 30% FBS (fetal bovine serum), and incubated for 16 hours. Cells that did not migrate or invade were removed using a cotton tipped swap, chambers were rinsed twice with PBS, and stained using Fisher HealthCare PROTOCOL Hema 3 Fixative and Solutions. Cells were imaged on 20x magnification in 8 fields of view for 3 independent replicates.

**RNA Extraction and Quantification**

RNA was isolated using QIAGEN RNeasy® Mini Kit and treated with DNase. cDNA was generated using Bio-Rad’s iScript™ cDNA synthesis kit and quantified as previously described (Schmidt et al., 2016). For tissue specific expression analysis, cDNA was generated from Human Total RNA Master Panel II (Clontech). AR mRNA expression was taken from the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEX) Project was supported by the Common Fund of the Office of the Director of the National Institutes of Health, and by NCI, NHGRI, NHLBI, NIDA, NIMH, and NINDS (GTEX Consortium, 2015). The GTEx data used for the analyses described in this manuscript were obtained from The Human Protein Atlas available at www.proteinatlas.org (Uhlén et al., 2015).

**Denatured Control RNA SHAPE Probing**

WM1976 cells were grown in 6-well plates (2 wells per experiment) to ~80% confluency. Media was aspirated, cells were washed once in 1 mL PBS, and total RNA was extracted using 1 mL TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher) per well. Resulting total RNA precipitate was resuspended in 30 μL of nuclease-free water. Total RNA (15 μL) was combined with 5 μL of 10x denaturing buffer [500 mM HEPES pH 8, 40 mM EDTA] and 25 μL of formamide, and the mixture was incubated at 95°C for 1 minute. 5 μL of 10x SHAPE reagent [250 mM 5-nitroisatoic anhydride (5NIA)] was added to the denatured RNA and incubation at 95°C continued for 1 min. Denatured modified RNA was purified using a 1.8x ratio of Agencourt RNA Clean XP beads (Beckman Coulter) and eluted in 88 μL of nuclease-free water.

**In-Cell SHAPE Probing**

WM1976 cells were grown in 6-well plates (4 wells per experiment) to ~80% confluency. Cells were washed once in PBS before adding to each well 900 μL of PBS. To two wells, 100 μL of 10x SHAPE reagent [250 mM 5-nitroisatoic anhydride (5NIA)] was added while 100 μL of neat DMSO were added to each of the remaining two wells. Plates were mixed concurrently with reagent addition and then incubated at 37°C for 10 minutes. Media was aspirated, cells were washed once in 1 mL PBS per well, and total RNA was extracted using 1 mL TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher) per well. Resulting pellets were resuspended in 44 μL of water and like wells were combined into 88 μL volumes.

**In-Cell DMS Probing**

WM1976 cells were grown in 6-well plates (4 wells per experiment) to ~80% confluency. Cells were washed once in PBS before adding to each well 900 μL of DMS Folding Buffer [300 mM Bicine pH 8, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl₂]. To two wells, 100 μL of 10x DMS reagent [1:5 dimethyl sulfate (DMS); ethanol] was added while 100 μL of neat ethanol were added to each of the remaining two wells. Plates were mixed concurrently with reagent addition and then incubated at 37°C for 6 minutes. DMS was quenched with 200 μL of beta-mercaptoethanol and cells were placed on ice for 5 minutes. Excess buffer was removed, cells were washed once in 1 mL PBS per well, and total RNA was extracted using 1 mL TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher) per well. Resulting pellets were resuspended in 44 μL of water and like wells were combined into 88 μL volumes.
**Cell-Free RNA Extraction and Protein Digestion**

WM1976 cells were grown in two 10 cm dishes to ~80% confluency. Both plates were washed once in 5 mL of PBS before scraping and lysis in 2.5 mL of ice-cold cytoplasmic lysis buffer [40 mM Tris pH 8, 175 mM NaCl, 6 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM CaCl₂, 256 mM Sucrose, 0.5% Triton X-100, 0.5 Units/µL RNasin (Promega), 0.45 Units/µL DNase I (Roche)]. Cells were lysed for 5 minutes on ice with intermittent mixing. Cell nuclei were pelleted at 3000 x g for 5 minutes at 4°C (nuclear fraction), and the resulting supernatant (cytoplasmic fraction) was transferred to a new tube. A volume of 2.5 mL of proteinase K buffer [40 mM Tris pH 8, 200 mM NaCl, 1.5% Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate, and 0.5 mg/mL Proteinase K] was added to the nuclear pellets. The supernatant (cytoplasmic fraction) volume was increased to 5 mL to include a final concentration of 200 mM NaCl, 1.5% Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate, and 0.5 mg/mL Proteinase K (Thermo Fisher). Proteins were digested for 45 minutes at 23°C with intermittent mixing.

**RNA Separation and Buffer Exchange**

Nucleic acids were extracted twice with 1 volume of Phenol Chloroform Isoamyl Alcohol (25:24:1) that was pre-equilibrated with either 1.1x SHAPE Folding Buffer [110 mM HEPES pH 8, 110 mM NaCl, 5.5 mM MgCl₂] or 1.1x DMS Folding Buffer [330 mM Bicine pH 8, 110 mM NaCl, 5.5 mM MgCl₂]. Excess Phenol was removed through two subsequent 1 volume chloroform extractions. The final aqueous layer was buffer exchanged into 1.1x SHAPE Folding Buffer or 1.1x DMS Folding Buffer using PD-10 Desalting Columns (GE Healthcare). Output cDNA (5 µL) was used as a template for 5NIA SHAPE Probing of Extracted RNA.

**5NIA SHAPE Probing of Extracted RNA**

A 1/10th volume of 10x SHAPE reagent [250 mM 5-nitroisatoic anhydride (5NIA)] in DMSO was added to one sample of RNA while neat DMSO was added to the other. Samples were incubated at 37°C for 10 minutes. Each sample was divided into two equal volumes for control and probe treatment samples.

**DMS Probing of Extracted RNA**

A 1/10 volume of 10x DMS Solution [1:5 Dimethyl Sulfate (DMS):Ethanol] was added to one sample of RNA while neat ethanol was added to the other. Samples were incubated at 37°C for 6 minutes. DMS was quenched with 1/5 volume of beta-mercaptoethanol and immediately placed on ice for 5 minutes.

**Precipitation of Probe-Reacted RNA**

Cell-free RNA was precipitated with 1/10 volume of 2 M NH₄OAc and 1 volume of isopropanol. RNA was pelleted at 10,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4°C. After 1 wash in 75% ethanol, the resulting pellet was dried and then resuspended in 88 µL of water.

**DNase Treatment of Cell-Derived RNAs**

To 88 µL of in-cell or cell-free RNA samples, 10 µL of 10x TURBO DNase buffer and 4 Units of TURBO DNase (Thermo Fisher) were added and the mixture was incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. Following this incubation, 2 more Units of TURBO DNase were added and incubation continued at 37°C for another 1 hour. RNA was purified using a 1.8x ratio of Agencourt RNAClean XP magnetic beads (Beckman Coulter) and eluted in 20-30 µL of nuclease-free water.

**SLNCR MaP**

Each sample of RNA from WM1976 in-cell and cell-free probing experiments, 1-3 µg were subjected to mutational profiling (MaP) reverse transcription (Siegfried et al., 2014; Smola et al., 2015b) using a primer specific to SLNCR. The cDNA generated was buffer exchanged over Illustra microspin G-50 columns (GE Healthcare). Output cDNA (5 µL) was used as a template for 50 µL PCR reactions (Q5 Hot-start polymerase, NEB) with primers made to amplify nt 403-780 of SLNCR1 and add adaptor sequences [1x Q5 reaction buffer, 250 mM each primer, 200 mM dNTPs, 3% DMSO, 0.02 Units/µL Q5 Hot-start polymerase]. PCR proceeded in a touchdown format: 98°C for 2 minutes, 20 cycles of [98°C for 10 s, 68°C (decreasing by 1°C each cycle until reaching 63°C) for 30 s, 72°C 30 s], and 72°C for 2 min. Step 1 PCR products were purified using a 0.8x ratio of Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) and eluted in 20 µL of nuclease-free water. Purified PCR products (3 ng) were used as a template in 50 µL of PCR meant to add multiplex indices and remaining sequence necessary for Illumina sequencing [1xQ5 reaction buffer, 500 nM each index primer, 200 µM dNTPs, 3% DMSO, 0.02 Units/µL Q5 Hot-start polymerase]. Step 2 PCR proceeded as follows: 98°C for 2 minutes, 10 cycles of [98°C for 10 s, 66°C for 30 s, 72°C 20 s], and 72°C for 2 min. Step 2 PCR products were purified using a 0.8x ratio of Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) and eluted in 20 µL of nuclease-free water.

**U1 snRNA MaP**

The procedure for U1 snRNA MaP RT was similar to that of SLNCR MaP with minor modifications: (1) U1-specific primers were used for RT and step 1 PCR, (2) During step 1 PCR, the touchdown protocol began with an annealing temperature of 72°C and only decreased to 64°C, and (3) Step 1 PCR included 500 nM of each primer, no DMSO, and only 25 µL of total volume.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism version 7.01 for Windows (GraphPad Software, La Jolla California USA). For invasion assays, error bars represent the mean ± SD of 3 technical replicates, imaging 8 fields of view per replicate. RT-qPCR data is represented as the fold change compared to scramble control, normalized to GAPDH. Error bars represent standard deviations calculated from 3 reactions. Significance for RNA quantification were calculated using the two-tailed Student’s t test.

Sequencing and Profile Generation

Purified SLNCR amplicons were pooled and sequenced on an Illumina Miseq instrument, outputting 2 × 300 paired end datasets. For U1 libraries, 2x 150 paired end datasets were generated instead. Reverse transcription of SLNCR yielded three products, corresponding to 3 alternatively spliced forms of SLNCR (SLNCR1: 2257 nt, SLNCR2: 2522 nt, newly observed isoform SLNCR4: 2160 nt). Data from these isoforms were separated before alignment by fragment lengths after merging paired reads. SLNCR1-specific merged reads were then aligned to the SLNCR1/LINC00673 sequence (NCBI Reference NR_036488.1) using the ShapeMapper2 software (Busan and Weeks, 2017; Smola et al., 2015b) with the command shapemapper–target [TARGET].fa–modified–U [MERGED-UNTREATED-READS].fastq–untreated–U [MERGED-UNTREATED-READS].fastq–denatured–U [MERGED-DENATURED-READS].fastq. When aligning DMS reads, the denatured control was excluded. U1 reads were similarly aligned to the U1 snRNA sequence (NCBI Reference NR_004430.2). SHAPE reactivities are first calculated as a combination of multiple measured mutation rates [SHAPE treated – untreated/denatured], and these values are then divided by a normalization factor. Normalization factors are derived via the boxplot method (Hajdin et al., 2013), where reactivities above the larger of the 90th percentile and 1.5 x the interquartile range beyond the 75th percentile are first removed as outliers and the top 10% of remaining reactivities are averaged (the normalization factor). The error of each mutation rate measurement is estimated as ( \sqrt{mutation rate_{nt}} / \sqrt{reads_{nt}} ), and then propagated through the combination of rates and normalization to assign a standard error to a SHAPE reactivity.

Discovery of In-Cell SHAPE Protections with ΔSHAPE

In-cell SHAPE and DMS protection sites were identified through comparison of in-cell and cell-free reactivities using the ΔSHAPE program with default settings (Smola et al., 2015a, 2016). In-cell data were scaled such that the 95th percentile reactivity matched the average of cell-free 95th percentile reactivities. Significant nt protections were identified in both nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions with the criteria of being centered in window of 5 nt that contains 3 nt with positive smoothed (average of 3 nt window) ΔSHAPE values (cell-free minus in-cell reactivities), positive Z-factors, and standard scores above 1. Additional regions with smoothed ΔSHAPE values above 1 and Z-factors above 0.5 were also considered to account for skewing of Z-score by highly reactive sites. To achieve positive Z-factors, the absolute difference of smoothed in-cell and cell-free reactivities must be greater than 2 times the sum of their smoothed errors (smoothed in quadrature), while a standard score of 1 is achieved when a ΔSHAPE value is more than 1 standard deviation from the mean.

RNA Structure Modeling with SuperFold

RNA partition functions, informed by SHAPE reactivities, were calculated to generate base-pairing probabilities and Shannon entropy (the negative sum of all probabilities multiplied by the natural log of those probabilities) using the SuperFold analysis pipeline (Smola et al., 2015b). For Figure 5, SLNCR1403-780 data were scaled to the U1 normalization factor. The original SLNCR1 data were divided by this U1 normalization factor to obtain U1-scaled SHAPE reactivity profiles. Low SHAPE, low entropy regions were identified by two methods: [1] as nts where the 50 nt window-median SHAPE and entropy values fall below 0.4 and 0.03, respectively (Figure 5), and [2] nts where the 50 nt window-median SHAPE and entropy values fall below the global medians (Figure S6). Regions separated by 5 or fewer nts were combined and only regions spanning at least 30 nts were retained before expanding to include overlapping base-pairs. RNA secondary structure representations of SLNCR1 were generated from ShapeMapper and SuperFold outputs using VARNA (Darty et al., 2009).

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

ShapeMapper 2, ΔSHAPE, and SuperFold software is freely available on the Weeks laboratory website (weeks.chem.unc.edu/software.html). The data discussed in this publication have been deposited in NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus (Edgar et al., 2002) and are accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE140048.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTGCCACCTGGTCTCTCTGTAA</td>
<td>SLNCR1AR MUT 1</td>
<td>Forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGGAGGGAGAAAATACCTCCAGTCCTG</td>
<td>SLNCR1AR MUT 1</td>
<td>Reverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAGTCTCAGGTAACGTGTTGCCGGCCTTTTC</td>
<td>SLNCR1AR MUT 2</td>
<td>Forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTGAGACCTACAGGTGGAGGGAAATACC</td>
<td>SLNCR1AR MUT 2</td>
<td>Reverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTGAGACCTACAGGTGGAGGGAAATACC</td>
<td>SLNCR1AR MUT 1 and 2</td>
<td>Forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTGCCACCTGGTCTCTCTGTAA</td>
<td>SLNCR1AR MUT 1 and 2</td>
<td>Reverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAGGATGCACTCGAGCTCATCC</td>
<td>SLNCR</td>
<td>qPCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCATCCTCCTCTCTTCC</td>
<td>SLNCR</td>
<td>qPCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGAAGTTGGAGTCCGACTAGT</td>
<td>MMP9</td>
<td>qPCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGAAGATGGTGGATTGACTCATC</td>
<td>MMP9</td>
<td>qPCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGAATGGAAGTACCATTGTACGATCCTT</td>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>qPCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGAATGGAAGTACCATTGTACGATCCTT</td>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>qPCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTCTGAGGTCTCTCCCGATCTN</td>
<td>HOXA11AS-203</td>
<td>Forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGAATGGAGGACTCGAGTGC</td>
<td>HOXA11AS-203</td>
<td>Reverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATGCGTCACTCAGATTAACAGGATGACGCAGTACG</td>
<td>Duplexed primer to insert ATG, FLAG tag and 3x glycine linker into pEGFP-C1-AR</td>
<td>cloning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGATACGGGTATCCCTCCGGCTTATCGTCATCTTCT</td>
<td>Duplexed primer to insert ATG, FLAG tag and 3x glycine linker into pEGFP-C1-AR</td>
<td>cloning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGATCGTCCTCCTCCTC</td>
<td>SLNCRcons RT primer</td>
<td>MaP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GACTGTGACGTGGATGCTGCTCTCCGATCTNNNNNA</td>
<td>SLNCRcons step 1 Forward</td>
<td>MaP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTCCGCGATCTGCTG</td>
<td>SLNCRcons step 1 Reverse</td>
<td>MaP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAAAGTCAAAGACGCATAGGACG-(index)8-GT</td>
<td>TruSeq LT step 2 index Forward</td>
<td>MaP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AATGATACGTCGGCCACCCAGATCTACACTCTTCTTCTCATTGAGAGGAAGGGAAAAGCC</td>
<td>TruSeq LT step 2 Reverse</td>
<td>MaP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TATTTAACCTGGA</td>
<td>U1 RT primer</td>
<td>MaP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCTACACGAGCCTCTCCGGATCTNNNNNA</td>
<td>U1 step 1 Forward</td>
<td>MaP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCGCCTGCA</td>
<td>U1 step 1 Reverse</td>
<td>MaP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S1: Oligos used in this study. Related to STAR Methods. SDM = site-directed mutagenesis primers. Mutations from wild-type SLNCR1 are highlighted in red, bolded font. The SLNCR1AR MUT 1 and 2 expressing plasmid was generated through PCR amplification of SLNCR1AR MUT 2 using the indicated plasmids. Duplexed primers containing ATG, FLAG tag and 3x glycine linker are flanked by NheI and AgeI sites to enable cloning into pEGFP-C1-AR. MaP = primers for mutation profiling experiments with SHAPE and DMS reagents.
Figure S1: Competition assays confirm that the AR N-terminus specifically binds to biotinylated probes corresponding to WT-41, WT-28, and WT-20. Related to Figure 1. (A) WT-41 probe were incubated with increasing concentrations of full-length AR, resolved on a 5% TBE gel and probed using Streptavidin-HRP following transfer to a negatively charged membrane. The lines indicate either unbound labeled probe or the more slowly migrating RNA-protein complexes. The asterisk denotes a non-specific RNA band. (B and C) Probes were incubated with 600 nM of recombinant (B) full-length AR protein, or (C) AR NTD. Where indicated, 10 µM of unlabeled RNA competitor corresponding to WT-41 was added prior to addition of biotinylated probes. REMSAs were completed as in Figure 1.
Figure S2: AR does not bind promiscuously to pyrimidine-rich RNAs and requires at least 11 nucleotides to bind. Related to Figure 2. (A and C) The indicated probes were incubated with increasing concentrations (as indicated) of AR NTD, as in Figure 1C. (B and D) REMSAs of the indicated probes incubated with 600 nM of recombinant AR NTD. (E) Secondary structure model of WT-41 (ΔG = -6.1), as predicted by RNASTRUCTURE server.
Figure S3: AR NTD region likely directly binds to SRA1 and HOXA11AS-203. Related to Figure 3. (A) A biotinylated probe corresponding to a region of SRA1 (Figure 6A) was incubated with 600 nM of recombinant AR NTD. In lane 3, 10 µM of unlabeled RNA competitor corresponding to WT-41 was added prior to addition of biotinylated probes. REMSA was completed as in Figure 1. (B) HOXA11AS-203 is expressed in AR-expressing tissues. Expression of HOXA11AS-203 was quantified using RT-qPCR with isoform specific primers, represented as the fold change compared to skeletal muscle expression, normalized to GAPDH. Error bars represent standard deviations calculated from 3 reactions. AR mRNA expression is represented as the average RPKM from GTEx RNA-seq, as presented in The Human Protein Atlas.
Figure S4: SHAPE-MaP accurately models structure and protein-interaction sites of U1 snRNA. Related to Figure 4. SHAPE reactivity profiles for U1 small nuclear RNA from (A) cell-free extracted nuclear RNA (WM1976 cells) or (B) in-cell experiments. Relative SHAPE reactivities are shown as colored bars (see scale), and standard errors are indicated. Sites of significant in-cell SHAPE protections are indicated as vertical gray bars. 70K, U1A, and Sm protein interaction sites on U1, as visualized in high-resolution structures, are highlighted below (see main text for additional information and references). Grey bars below zero indicate nucleotides included in amplification primers or residues with high background (and are thus classified as no-data). (C) A SHAPE-directed model of the U1 RNA secondary structure is shown. Base-pairing between nucleotides in U1 are represented as colored arcs linking participating nucleotides, including the minimum free energy secondary structure (top) and associated base-pairing probabilities (bottom) indicated by color (see scale). All accepted duplexes are observed in the model (black), and only one extra duplex is predicted (grey) where normally U1 RNA is engaged by proteins in vivo.
Figure S5: Comparison of SHAPE-MaP and DMS-MaP mutation rates. Related to Figure 4. Reactivity profiles for nts 403-720 of *SLNCR1* for cell-free (nucleus) and in-cell SHAPE and DMS-MaP experiments, using RNA from WM1976 cells. Reactivities are displayed as 11 nucleotide windowed medians and 5NIA rates were scaled up by the DMS/5NIA median ratio for ease of comparison. Reactivities compared here are the raw differences of treated and untreated sample mutation rates, as no denaturing control is performed for DMS-MaP experiments.
Figure S6: Minimum free energy and alternative secondary structure models of \textit{SLNCR1}$^{403-780}$. Related to Figure 5. (A) SHAPE-directed secondary structure modeling of nts 403-720 of \textit{SLNCR1}. Base-pairs are represented by colored arcs linking participating nucleotides, including the minimum free energy secondary structure (top) and base-pairing probabilities (bottom). Low SHAPE, low entropy regions, which are relative to the global \textit{SLNCR1} 403-780 median and do not conform to the more stringent thresholds described in the text, are labeled below. Secondary structure projections of the (B) minimum free energy model and (C) arcplot-supported alternative structures are represented with associated SHAPE reactivities and in-cell reagent protections. SS1 and SS2 denote low SHAPE, low Shannon regions 1 and 2 that are maintained in both models, and other low SHAPE, low entropy structures are shaded gray.
Figure S7: Mutation of AR-binding motifs 1 and 2 or sterically-blocking the AR-SLNCR1 interaction negates SLNCR1-mediated MMP9 upregulation. Related to Figures 6 and 7. Relative (A) SLNCR1 transient overexpression or (B) MMP9 expression in A375 cells transfected with plasmids expressing either wild-type or mutant SLNCR1. Relative (C) SLNCR1 transient overexpression or (D) MMP9 expression in A375 cells independently transfected with either an empty or SLNCR1-expressing plasmid, and following addition of the indicated FANA-modified oligos. RNA was extracted from cells used in invasion assays shown in Figure 7C. A similar degree of SLNCR1 overexpression was observed for the different conditions, as demonstrated by nonsignificant differences in SLNCR1 expression between cells treated with scr, Mimic 2, Antisense 1 or Antisense 2 oligos. RT-qPCR data is represented as the fold change compared to A375 vector (A and B) or vector and scramble (C and D) control, normalized to GAPDH. Error bars represent standard deviations calculated from 3 reactions. Significance was calculated using the Student’s t-test compared to vector only control (B) or vector/scramble only control (C and D): * p-value < 0.05, ** p-value < 0.005, **** p-value < 0.001, n.s. = not significant.